
A SUMMARY OF WILLIAM BLAKES 1794 BOOK GARDEN OF LOVE

"The Garden of Love" is a poem by English Romantic visionary William Blake. Blake was devoutly religious, but he had
some major.

Eventually, human forms are created and Orc is born as an evolution of life. Johnson states that "The Lilly
who delights in love is another manifestation of the 'sweet flower' offered to the Rose lover in the first poem
on his plate. Blake describes the fallen state of man by describing the present day. The poem is getting more
and more negative. A transcription of the original manuscript is: [2] O Rose thou art sick. What is this poem
about? The poem consists of three stanzas with each 4 lines, meaning three quatrains. In The French
Revolution Blake celebrates the rise of democracy in France and the fall of the monarchy. Retrieved 18
December  This creation is taken up again in The Four Zoas with a primal man, Albion , being the original
form. Instead of allowing the thorns of "personal contact" or attempts at intervention that third parties may
have tried to force on her, the Lilly maintains her resolve and stays true to what she knows she desires. One
reading on "The Garden of Love" is that it was written to express Blake's beliefs on the naturalness of
sexuality and how organised religion, particularly the Christian church of Blake's time, encouraged repression
of natural desires. Although man is in a fallen state, the end of the poem points to the regeneration that is to
come: Orc, raging in European darkness, Arose like a pillar of fire above the Alps, Like a serpent of fiery
flame! Those lines are full of energy and disapproval. Its naming the changes in the garden, the graves,
tomb-stones and priests. As a young boy he wandered the streets of London and could easily escape to the
surrounding countryside. Los forges the creative aspects of the mind into works of art. I think that this
quotation reflects the contradictions and ambiguous relations between William Blake and the Church of
England. The meter of the poem is not consistent. Blake's indignation at his subject matter is evident from the
second line as he is talking about seeing "what I had never seen". Blake denied the charge, but he was forced
to post bail and appear in court. Erdman suggests that Blake is thinking of the riots in England during the war
and the chaotic condition of the English troops, many of whom deserted. These concluding lines are written in
tetrameter rather than trimeter, and they fail to maintain the abcb rhyme scheme. As the narrative begins, man
is apart from God and split into separate identities. It seems to be harsh and energetic. Separation from God
leads to further separation into countless male and female forms creating endless division and dispute. Only
about 50 copies of Poetical Sketches are known to have been printed. The Poetry Foundation. The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell contains many of the basic religious ideas developed in the major prophecies. Even though
the two lovers themselves may have flaws, love itself shouldn't have any. As Blake attacks accepted notions of
love, he also forces the reader to question the value society places on reason. The Garden of Love poem From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia This article does not cite any sources. The parish registry shows that
Catherine, like many women of her class, could not sign her own name.


